
Our adorable Playgroup students stole the
spotlight during Morning Assemble with their
enchanting presentation on “Animals”! From
informative talks, they truly brought the zoo to
life! 

THE

LEARNING

LEDGER Ring Road Campus

Dear SOAR STEM Community,
As we celebrate our STEM School's remarkable journey on aniversary, I am
filled with gratitude for our dedicated faculty, passionate students, and
encouraging parents. In just five years, we have cultivated a dynamic learning
environment where innovation thrives and curiosity is nurtured. Together, we
have embraced the challenges of STEM education and empowered our
students to become tomorrow's leaders and innovators. Let us continue to
inspire, explore, and discover as we embark on the next phase of our journey
towards excellence.
Warm regards,
Naveed Asif

Don't skip breakfast; it gives you energy
for the day ahead.
Attend school regularly. 
Try to fit in some physical activity every
day to keep your body and mind in good
shape.
Plan out what you need to accomplish
each day so you can stay on track.
Balance your studies with socializing
and exploring new things.
Try to go to bed around the same time
every night to be ready for the next day. 

Highlights

Our adorable Nursery stars take the stage for
a delightful morning assembly on “Transport”,
showcasing different form of transport and
traffic rules with enthusiasm.
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Early Years Assemblies
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Happy Routines

You’ll never change your life until you change
something you do daily. The secret to your success

is found in your daily routine.” 
-John C Maxwell 
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Little Champions Field Day 

Grade 1-6 students illuminated the STEM Olympiad 2024 with
their exceptional talent and collaborative spirit, working together
to showcase their STEM experiments as a team.

Futureprenuer Market
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Our little champs from Playgroup to Grade 1 showcased
their sports spirit with PT displays, aerobics, and many other
games. 

STEM Olympaid 2024

Our recent Futurepreneur Market at SOARSTEMSCHOOLS
Ringroad campus!
Step into a world of innovation as we showcase the
remarkable science, arts, and robotics projects crafted by
our talented students. Explore how STEM education is
nurturing the minds of tomorrow and sparking creativity in
our society.



Ramadan Celebration

Bookfair 
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Cultural Day Celebration 

In-house Matches

Cultural Day celebrations at SOAR STEM School (Ring
Road Campus) were a vibrant display of human diversity.
Students, dressed in colorful cultural attire, shared their rich
history, heritage, languages, cuisines, customs, traditions,
and artistic expressions. Through traditional songs and
delectable dishes, they celebrated the beauty of human
culture, fostering understanding and unity among peers.

From Grade 2 to 8, our school organized in-house sports
matches where students actively participated in various
games. Al-Khwarizmi emerged victorious in the match, while
Al-Jazari, Ibn al-Haytham, and Al-Farabi claimed the runner-
up positions.

During Ramadan, Our school community came
together to observe and celebrate the Holy month
with acts of kindness, charity and spiritual reflection,
fostering a sense of unity and compassion. 

SOAR STEM School recently held a wonderful bookfair!
It was an amazing opportunity for our students to dive
into new worlds of knowledge and enhance their reading
skills.

Upcoming Events 

Assembly Grade 1

Unit Closing (PG to KG)

Eid Gala

Library Week (13th April) 


